
Distance Workouts- What and Why  –  David Racey

    Goal is to increase the volume of quality work.

The structure and performance capability of an individual is determined by: 

1. Its genetic constitution.

2. The quality and quantity of work carried out. 

The greater the demand placed on an individual within its physiological and psychological 
limits. The more intensely it adapts and the more efficient it becomes.- Joe Vigil

Due to a great range in ability and experience level training is typically done in minutes not 
miles. Why should slower kids run for more time. They should aspire to run longer and 
faster. 

Workouts are the same duration for all. Recovery can be controlled. Runners should develop 
and progress into running more. 

Less fit students do more fitness work and less running. As fitness develops that changes 
over time.

Example workout: 100 minutes of work. Varsity does 90 minutes running  and ten minutes 
of strides.  Soph.-Senior JV 20 minutes fitness-60 minute run- 20 minutes fitness. Freshman  
30 minutes of fitness-40 minute run-30 minutes of fitness.

30 minutes: (3x300)100 jog, 400 jog between sets. Goal is to see how many 300’s you can 
run.

Warm up- The objective is to engage the brain. Exercises need to be challenging enough to 
force the athlete to focus on the activity.

The result is greater muscle activation, higher heart rate, and increased volume of work.

Therefore flexibility, strength and endurance is enhanced. 

The sooner the athlete can go into the workout after the warm up the better. HR.GPS GUYS

Example Warm up- 5 min jog, 5 min crawl set, 5 min. 4x 20 meter strides per lap, 5 min mini 
band set, 5 min. tempo, 5 min run drills

Once a week we do a one hour warm up/ workout and then a threshold workout after school.



We are only as strong as our weakest link.

Allergy shots:

Giving small dose consistently of our weakest link helps up improve on those areas. Whatever 
the runners weakness is we must work on that area consistently. This is for strength, endurance, 
flexibility, coordination, agility, rhythm etc……

Giving proper time and recovery the body adapts to whatever we do.

How can we expect our athletes to run a certain way if we never practice how 
we want them to race?

The best workouts are the ones that feel like a xc, 800,1600, and 3200 meter race. 

Have runners do workouts that simulate the way you want them to race.

Example XC: 6min tempo, 4 min. faster than tempo, 3 min tempo, 1 min fast, 1 min faster (1 min 
jog between each).

Example 800-3(4x200)100 jog, 400 in between sets. 1rst 200 faster than race pace, 2nd race 
pace, 3rd race pace, 4th faster

Example 1600-3(4x400)200 jog,400 between sets 1. Faster 2. Goal 3. Goal 4. Faster

Example 3200-800 3 sec faster than goal, 400 jog, 1200 goal,400 jog, 800 goal, 200 jog, 400 
faster, 400 jog, 4x 200@ 1-3 at 1600 goal 4 faster

Prefer jog recovery to increase recovery and volume. 

Prefer sets to make training more specific and prevent interval drift.

Example of sets versus interval drift is the 1600 workout listed above and 12x400 where the 
intervals are: 67,67,66,71,72,69,68,70,71,73,70,65

How can your runners perform well if they do not practice well. 

On the other hand what if they do not race the way we want them to?

How do you practice for that?

Need to practice for different race scenarios from a mental and physical 
standpoint. 



Example:

XC- 400 fast, 15 min running circuit, 2x 400 fast.

800-400 fast,100 jog, 100 fast, 100jog, 100 fast

1600-300 fast, 300tempo, 100jog, 200 fast, 200 tempo, 100 jog, 100 fast, 100 
jog, 200 fast

3200- 800 fast, 400 tempo, 100 jog, 400 fast, 100 jog, 200 fast, 200 tempo, 400 
jog, 600 fast

 Look up Oregon simulation drills.

Threshold Training

The more work that can be done at the event specific threshold the faster and 
more efficient the runner will be in competition. Runners will also be able to run 
faster at the end of the race off of that race threshold. 
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H.R. 400’s

6-12 400 meter runs. Immediately after each take a ten second H.R. count. Count needs to be 
26-30(156-180). One minute rest between repeats. If H.R. too low next interval should be faster. 
If H.R. too high next interval should be slower. This workout is done twice every xc season.  We 
also do this twice during the track season. The goal is to improve 40 meter times over the four 
years they are in our program. We have done this workout for 18 years.



Recovery 100’s

30 minutes of repeat 100’s. Objective is to run at a heart rate of 180. The next 100 is not run 
until the heart rate drops below 120. Runners time and record their recovery. As they improve 
their recovery times drop and the result is that they run more repeats. 

Running circuits

Can be used to address any event or situational practice.

xc-40 minutes of 3x300, a specific exercise after each 300, a 500 jog after each set and repeat.

800- sets of 200 at goal, 200 at goal, exercise, 200 at goal, 100 jog in between each. Objective is 
to physically and mentally challenge the athlete during the typical challenging part of a race.

1600- 8x200 at goal pace with an exercise at the beginning of each. 100 jog in between 200’s. 

3200- 8x400 at goal pace with an exercise at the beginning of each. 200 jog in between 400’s.

Many athletes that do not tend to work very hard can get more accomplished from a circuit.

Long Runs

Over simplified distance runners needs to make sure they increase their volume gradually over 
time. I consider the long run a challenging workout and like to give an easy day after. Depending 
on the previous two days training the run can be done at a faster effort or recovery. Depends on 
where we are in the season. We keep the long run throughout the season and only cut the time 
run during the last week of the season.

The long run is done at practice so that it can be monitored. If they do it on their own, when 
they do it can alter effectiveness of future training. We used to do the long run on Sundays but 
found that most kids need to be rested to start the next week fresh and ready to train.

End of season sharpening

Personally I do not like the term tapering. To me it feels like backing off. Workouts are faster so 
volume naturally drops. It is important to watch athletes to see how they react to workouts at 
the end of the season. They be recovering well and seem hyper before and after workouts. 

All training components still need to be involved in training: a longer effort, race pace, 
threshold, fast running.

Any component that is eliminated will show in performance. 



Example training weeks:

Early season:

xc-monday- 100 minutes of work

Tuesday-20 minute dynamic w.u., 60 minute run

Wednesday- AM- 2(5min jog, 5min crawl set, 5 min 40 meter strides- 2 per lap, 5 min mini 
bands, 5 min tempo, 5 min run drills)

PM- 6x3 fartlek

Thursday- yoga, 60 min run

Friday- AM-15 min dynamic w.u. 45 min run.

Sat.-running circuit-40 minutes of (3x300) with and exercise after each 300, 500 jog after each 
set. 

Sunday- off/30/60

800-

Monday- 30 min med ball warm up, 30 min run, 30 min strength and agility work

Tuesday-20 min dynamic w.u., 20 min H.R. 100’s, 20 min balance and tabata core intervals

Wed- 30 min dynamic w.u., 30 min. run, 45 min yoga

Thur- 20 min run, 20 min hill tempo loop, 20 min run, upper body weights

Fri- 15 min. dynamic w.u. 45 min run

Sat- running circuit- 10 min jog, 15 min dynamic w.u. 30 min circuit-300 meter run, exercise 
after each. *Focus is on exercises

Sun-off

1600/3200-

Monday- 100 minutes of work

Tuesday-AM- 30 min med ball w.u., 30 min run

PM—6-5-4-3-2-1 fartlek



Wed- 15 min dynamic w.u., 45 min run, 45 min yoga

Thur-AM- 30 min tempo weight lifting, 30 min run

PM- 15 min dynamic w.u. 60 min run, 15 min uphill strides

Fri- 15 min dynamic w.u., 60 min run

Sat- 15 easy-45 tempo-15 easy

Sun- 30-60 easy

Mid season:

XC

Monday- 100 minutes of work

Tues- 30 min dynamic w.u., 60 min run

Wed-AM- 30 min med ball w.u., 5min jog, 5 min crawl set, 5 min strides,  5 min mini bands, 5 
min tempo, 5 min run drills

PM- 4(800 @goal,400 jog, 400 faster) 400 in between sets

Thur-yoga, dist

Fri- easy, strides

Sat- race, 30 min run, strides

Sun- off/30/60

800

Mon-100 min of work: med ball, agility, coordination, 30 min run, 15 min H.R. 100’s, 15 min jog

Tues- meet- alternate weeks of racing over and under goal dist. 

Wed- 30 min dynamic w.u. 30 min run, 45 min yoga

Thur-easy, strides

Fri-Invitational

Sat- 15 min jog, 15 min coordination/agility work, 45 easy



Sun-off

1600

Mon-100 minutes of work: med ball w.u,15 min uphill strides, crawl set, 30 min run, 15 min HR 
100’s, 30 min run

Tues-AM- 30 min dynamic w.u, 30 jog

PM- meet- 3200 relay, 30 run, 1600 relay

Wed- 15 min dynamic w.u, 45 run, 45 yoga

Thur-easy, strides

Fri-Invite

Sat- 15 jog, 15 coordination/agility work, 60 esy

Sun- off,30-60 easy

3200

Mon-100 minutes of work: med ball w.u., 15 min uphill strides, crawl set, 15 easy, 15 min HR 
100”s, 30 min run

Tues- AM 15 min dynamic, 45 run

PM-meet 3200 relay, 30 min run, 600 relay

Wed-60 min run, yoga

Thur-easy, strides

Fri-Invite

Sat- 15 jog, 15 coordination/agility work, 60 easy

Sun-30-60



Late season

XC

Mon- 75-90 min work: 15 min easy jog, 15 coordination-agiity-6 strides, 45 min run

Tues-AM med ball warm up, 5 jog,5 crawl, 5 strides, 5 mini bands, 5 tempo, 5 run drills

PM- mile @ 3 mile goal pace, 10 min tempo, 4x 400 fast w/200 jog inbetween

Wed- 2(4x1 min fartlek) 1 min jog in between, 3 min jog in between sets

Thur-yoga, distance

Fri-easy strides

Sat- RACE

Sun-30-60 easy

800

Mon-med ball w.u. strides, agility, coordination, balance, 2(4x200)100 100 jog, 400 jog in 
between sets *Each set 1. Faster than goal. 2. Goal pace. 3. Goal pace. 4. Faster than goal. 

Tues-20 min dynamic w.u., 2 x 400 @goal, 4 min rest,20 min jog, 4x100

Wed-yoga, easy distance

Thur-easy, strides

Fri- Invite

Sat-15 jog, 15 agility, 30 jog, 6 strides

Sun- off

1600

Mon- med ball warm up, strides, coordination, balance, 2(4x400) 100 jog, 400 jog in between 
sets *each set 1. Faster than goal. 2. Goal pace. 3. Goal pace. 4. Faster than goal.

Tuesday- AM easy dynamic warm up, 30 min run

 PM-20 min dynamic w.u. 4x 200 @ 1600 goal, 10 min tempo, 4x200@800 goal

Wed-yoga, dist



Thur-easy, strides

Fri-Invite

Sat- 20 min dynamic w.u., agility, balance, 45 easy

Sun- off, 30-60

3200

Mon- med ball warm up, strides, 2x800 @ goal, 10 min. tempo, 4x200 @ 800 goal pace

Tues-AM

Easy dynamic warm up, 30 min run

PM- 20 tempo, 2x200

Wed- yoga, distance

Thurs- easy, strides

Fri-Invite

Sat- easy dynamic warm up, 60

Sun- off, 30-60


